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Abstract
When analyzing time-to-event data, it often happens that some subjects do not
experience the event of interest. Survival models that take this feature into account
(called ‘cure models’) have been developed in the presence of covariates. However,
the current literature on nonparametric cure models with covariates cannot be ap-
plied when the follow-up is insufficient, i.e., when the right endpoint of the support
of the censoring time is strictly smaller than that of the survival time of the suscep-
tible subjects. In this paper we attempt to fill this gap in the literature by proposing
new estimators of the conditional cure rate and the conditional survival function
using extrapolation techniques coming from extreme value theory. We establish the
asymptotic normality of the proposed estimators, and show how the estimators work
for small samples by means of a simulation study. We also illustrate their practical
applicability through the analysis of data on the survival of colon cancer patients.
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1 Introduction
In survival analysis it often happens that the event of interest never occurs for a fraction of
the subjects under study. This is often the case in medical studies in which one is interested
in the survival time of patients receiving a treatment for a certain disease. If a patient gets
cured from his/her disease, we will never observe his/her time to death for that particular
disease. Other common examples can be found in demography (time to marriage, time
to first child), economics (time to finding a job), marketing (time to buying a product),
education (time to learning how to do a certain task), etc. A large body of papers have
been published over the last 20 years in which survival models have been extended to
take the cure fraction into account, and these models have (quite naturally) been called
cure models. The current literature includes a wide range of parametric, semiparametric
and fully nonparametric models. The literature on nonparametric cure models is rather
scarce compared to the rich literature on the parametric and semiparametric counterpart.
Among them, we can cite Xu and Peng (2014), Lo´pez-Cheda et al. (2017a), Lo´pez-Cheda
et al. (2017b) and Chown et al. (2018), who all consider covariates in the model. We refer
to Maller and Zhou (1996) for a book-long overview of early references on cure models,
and to Peng and Taylor (2014) and Amico and Van Keilegom (2018) for recent review
papers on cure models. Cure models have been studied from different angles, including
theoretical, methodological, modeling, computational and applied points of view. The
quantities of interest in these models are often the cure rate and the survival function of
the susceptible or uncured individuals, i.e. those who will sooner or later experience the
event of interest. The latter two quantities are often allowed to depend on covariates, and
many models (in particular the so-called mixture cure models) allow these two quantities
to depend on different sets of covariates.
When the survival time is subject to random right censoring, as is common in survival
analysis, all cured subjects will be censored, whereas the non-cured ones can be either
censored or uncensored. Hence, it is clear that in order to identify the cure fraction we
need to impose certain assumptions on the model. A common way to identify a cure model
is to impose the assumption of sufficient follow-up, which means that the right endpoint
of the support of the censoring time is larger than the right endpoint of the support of the
survival time of the non-cured subjects (conditional on the covariates in case there are
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covariates in the model). See e.g. Maller and Zhou (1992) for more details. In non- and
semiparametric cure models, this assumption is standard. An informal way to verify this
assumption in practice is to check whether the Kaplan and Meier (1958) estimator has
a sufficiently long plateau, that contains several censored observations. This is however
a vague statement, and its judgement is rather subjective. When the follow-up period is
erroneously believed to be sufficiently long, the cure rate will be overestimated leading to
possibly false (and too positive) conclusions regarding the effect of a treatment or a drug.
Therefore, it is important to have a method at hand that is able to correctly estimate
the cure rate (and also the survival function of the uncured subjects), when the follow-up
period is (possibly) insufficient.
The goal of this paper is to provide a nonparametric method in the presence of covari-
ates that allows to extrapolate the conditional survival function beyond the last data point
in order to correctly estimate both the conditional cure rate and the survival function it-
self. This will be achieved by using techniques from extreme value theory, assuming that
the conditional distribution of the uncured subjects is heavy-tailed. The use of extreme
value theory in survival analysis is not new. See e.g. Beirlant and Guillou (2001), Einmahl
et al. (2008), Beirlant et al. (2010), Gomes and Neves (2011), Worms and Worms (2014)
and Stupfler (2016), among others. However, all these papers focus on the estimation
of the survival function in the case where there is no cure fraction, which is intrinsically
a much easier problem, as the identifiability of the cure fraction is not an issue in that
case. We will show that extreme value theory allows to construct an estimator of the
conditional cure rate that converges to the correct cure rate when the sample size and the
endpoint of the censoring distribution converge to infinity.
In the absence of covariates, Escobar-Bach and Van Keilegom (2019) proposed a
method to improve the estimation of the cure rate by using extreme value theory. With
respect to the latter paper, this paper makes several steps forward. First, covariates are
included in the model, which is an important improvement towards the application of the
method in practice, but which complicates the theory considerably. And second, in this
paper we do not only estimate the conditional cure rate, but we also propose an estimator
of the conditional extreme value index and of the conditional survival function. The latter
estimator will be based on the local Kaplan-Meier estimator proposed by Beran (1981),
to which a term is added that corrects the bias caused by the insufficient follow-up. Also
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note that the estimator that we propose for the conditional cure rate, does not reduce
to the estimator proposed in Escobar-Bach and Van Keilegom (2019) in the absence of
covariates. By extending the degree of freedom, we propose an improved estimator that
eases the estimation accuracy and the variability reduction in practice. This also comes
with a cross-validation procedure that all together offers a fully data-driven solution.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce
our proposed estimators of the conditional extreme value index, the cure rate and the
survival function. In Section 3 we first develop the asymptotic properties of the Beran
estimator upto (and including) the right endpoint of the censoring distribution, and next
we consider the asymptotics of the proposed estimators. In particular, we estimate the
survival function beyond this right endpoint. The finite sample performance of the pro-
posed estimators is studied in Section 4 for various models within a Fre´chet domain of
attraction, while in Section 5 the method is applied on data coming from a study on the
survival of colon cancer patients. Finally, the proofs of the main asymptotic results are
relegated to the Appendix.
2 The extrapolation method
2.1 Notations and definitions
We start by introducing some notations. Let Y denote the survival time of a subject,
and let X be a p-dimensional vector of covariates with domain SX Ă Rp. We denote the
conditional cure rate for a given vector x P SX by
1´ ppxq “ PpY “ `8|X “ xq.
In the presence of random right censoring, we do not always observe Y but instead the
observed variables are T “ minpY,Cq and the censoring indicator δ “ 1ltYďCu, where
C refers to a random censoring time that is assumed to be finite. In this context, all
cured subjects, i.e. those subjects for which Y is infinite, are censored, and among the
non-cured or susceptible subjects, some or censored and others are not. The conditional
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sub-distribution F of Y can be written as
F pt|xq “ PpY ď t|X “ xq “ ppxqF0pt|xq, (2.1)
where F0p¨|xq is the (proper) conditional distribution of the survival time for the suscep-
tible subjects. Model (2.1) is called a mixture cure model, as the survival function can
be written as Spt|xq “ 1 ´ F pt|xq “ 1 ´ ppxq ` ppxqS0pt|xq (with S0 “ 1 ´ F0), which
is a mixture of the survival function of the cured and non-cured sub-populations. The
conditional distribution of the censoring time is denoted by Gpt|xq “ PpC ď t|X “ xq.
The right endpoint of the support of the distribution Gp¨|xq is denoted by τcpxq.
We will work under minimal conditions on the distributions, though we have to impose
the usual identification assumption that Y and C are independent conditionally on X,
which implies that Hpt|xq “ PpT ď t|X “ xq satisfies 1´Hpt|xq “ p1´F pt|xqqp1´Gpt|xqq.
In the sequel, we will also use the notations Hupt|xq “ PpT ď t, δ “ 1|X “ xq “şt
´8p1´Gps´|xqqdF ps|xq for the sub-distribution function of the uncensored observations
and Λp¨|xq for the cumulative hazard function given by
Λpt|xq “
ż t
´8
dHups|xq
1´Hps´|xq .
2.2 The main idea
In the context of insufficient follow-up, part of the support of the survival time is not
observable. In the case of heavy tailed distributions, this simply reduces to τcpxq ă `8
since these distributions admit infinite right endpoints. One way to handle this problem is
to assume that we dispose of some information on the queue of the survival function, that
can be used to estimate the non-observable part. This is the case in extreme value theory,
where the tail information is characterized by a central parameter called the extreme
value index (see e.g. de Haan and Ferreira 2006 for further details). We thus assume that
F0p¨|xq is heavy-tailed, which means that it belongs to the Fre´chet domain of attraction
with conditional extreme value index γpxq ą 0. This means that for any y ą 0,
lim
tÑ`8
1´ F0
`
tp1` yγpxqq|x˘
1´ F0pt|xq “ p1` yγpxqq
´1{γpxq. (2.2)
The extreme value index characterizes the family of all possible limiting distributions
for large observations in a sample drawn from F0p¨|xq and drives its tail behaviour. In
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particular, it allows us to extrapolate the survival function beyond the support of the
censoring distribution. This initial condition is similar to what has been done in Escobar-
Bach and Van Keilegom (2019), although the latter paper does not consider covariates.
To go further, we consider in that order the estimation of the conditional extreme value
index, the conditional cure rate and the conditional survival function. To explain the
idea, we replace 1` yγpxq in (2.2) by y and obtain
lim
tÑ`8
1´ F0pyt|xq
1´ F0pt|xq “ y
´1{γpxq.
Since no observations lie outside of the censoring support, we replace t by τcpxq, that we
assume large enough. By (2.1), it turns out that
F0pτcpxq|xq ´ F0pyτcpxq|xq
1´ F0pτcpxq|xq “
F pτcpxq|xq ´ F pyτcpxq|xq
ppxq ´ F pτcpxq|xq » y
´1{γpxq ´ 1.
Using at the same time y2 and y firstly allow us to obtain an expression that is free
of the cure rate, namely
F py2τcpxq|xq ´ F pyτcpxq|xq
F pyτcpxq|xq ´ F pτcpxq|xq “
F py2τcpxq|xq ´ F pyτcpxq|xq
ppxq ´ F pτcpxq|xq
ppxq ´ F pτcpxq|xq
F pyτcpxq|xq ´ F pτcpxq|xq
» y
´2{γpxq ´ y´1{γpxq
y´1{γpxq ´ 1 “ y
´1{γpxq,
which gives us a first approximation for the conditional extreme value index, namely
γpxq » ´ logpyq
M
log
ˆ
F py2τcpxq|xq ´ F pyτcpxq|xq
F pyτcpxq|xq ´ F pτcpxq|xq
˙
. (2.3)
The same argument gives us a approximation for the non-cure rate given by
ppxq » F pτcpxq|xq ` F pτcpxq|xq ´ F pyτcpxq|xq
y´1{γpxq ´ 1 . (2.4)
Following the same ideas, we also propose to extrapolate F0pt|xq for t ą τcpxq. To do so,
we obtain with y “ t{τcpxq,
F pτcpxq|xq ´ F pt|xq
ppxq ´ F pτcpxq|xq »
„
t
τcpxq
´1{γpxq
´ 1,
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yielding
F pt|xq » F pτcpxq|xq ´
´
ppxq ´ F pτcpxq|xq
¯˜„ t
τcpxq
´1{γpxq
´ 1
¸
. (2.5)
In the next subsection, formulas (2.4), (2.3) and (2.5) will form the basis for the construc-
tion of our estimators of γpxq, ppxq and F pt|xq.
2.3 The proposed estimators
Let tpTi, δi, Xiqu1ďiďn be an i.i.d. sample drawn from the triplet pT, δ,Xq, denote by Tpiq
the i-th order statistic in the sample, and let δpiq and Xpiq be the corresponding censoring
indicator and covariate vector. The Beran (1981) estimator is then given by
Fnpt|xq “ 1´
ź
Tpiqďt
˜
1´ Whpx´Xpiqq
1´ři´1j“1Whpx´Xpjqq
¸δpiq
,
where for any i “ 1, . . . , n,
Whpx´Xiq “ Khpx´Xiqřn
j“1Khpx´Xjq
,
and Khp¨q “ Kp¨{hq{hp with K a kernel function and h “ hn a non-random positive
sequence such that hn Ñ 0 as nÑ 8.
For the construction of the estimators of γpxq, ppxq and F pt|xq, we need to assume
that the right endpoint τcpxq is the same for all x, i.e. τcpxq “ τc. A natural estimator
of τc is given by τn “ maxtTi : i “ 1, . . . , nu. The estimators of the conditional extreme
value index γpxq and the non-cure rate ppxq are then respectively given by
pγpxq “ ´1{ logy2 ˆFnpy22τn|xq ´ Fnpy2τn|xqFnpy2τn|xq ´ Fnpτn|xq
˙
(2.6)
and
ppxq “ Fnpτn|xq ` Fnpτn|xq ´ Fnpy1τn|xq
y
´1{pγpxq
1 ´ 1
, (2.7)
where y1, y2 P p0, 1q are tuning parameters. Note here that we have two different param-
eters against one as in Escobar-Bach and Van Keilegom (2019). This allows to compute
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pγpxq separately with a dedicated parameter before estimating ppxq. Furthermore, this
flexibility will be necessary to propose an efficient parameters selection in practice. Fi-
nally, for any t P R, the estimator of the distribution function F pt|xq is defined by
pF pt|xq “ Fnpt^ τn|xq ` ´ppxq ´ Fnpτn|xq¯˜1´ „ t
τn
_ 1
´1{pγpxq¸
. (2.8)
As will be shown in the next section, the estimators given in (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) do
not consistently estimate γpxq, ppxq and F pt|xq for t ą τc, but instead they converge
respectively to the functions (of τc) given in (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5). The latter quantities
converge to the targeted quantities as τc tends to 8. We denote these functions by
γy2,τcpxq “ ´1
M
logy2
ˆ
F py22τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
˙
,
py1,y2,τcpxq “ F pτc|xq ` F pτc|xq ´ F py1τc|xq
y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1 ´ 1
,
Fy1,y2,τcpt|xq “ F pt^ τc|xq ` ppy1,y2,τcpxq ´ F pτc|xqq
˜
1´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq¸
.
3 Asymptotic properties
3.1 The Beran estimator
In this subsection, we study the asymptotic properties of the Beran (1981) estimator
Fnpt|xq for t ď τcpxq, since most of the quantities involved in the previous section rely on
increments of this estimator. Previous asymptotic results for this estimator were restricted
to t ď τ for some τ strictly less than τcpxq (see e.g. Gonzalez-Manteiga and Cadarso-
Suarez (1994) or Van Keilegom and Veraverbeke (1997)). We extend these results to
the full support of the censoring distribution thanks to an assumption on the censoring
distribution (see assumption pAq below). For purposes of generality of exposition, in this
subsection we allow τcpxq to depend on x. We also assume from now on that x P SX
defines a fixed reference position.
Due to the regression context, we need some Ho¨lder-type conditions on the distribution
functions H, Hu and F and on the density function f of the covariate X. Let } ¨ } be the
Euclidean norm in Rp.
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Assumption pHq. There exist 0 ă η, η1 ď 1 and c ą 0 such that for any t, s P R and any
x1, x2 P Rp,
pH.1q |fpx1q ´ fpx2q| ď c}x1 ´ x2}η,
pH.2q |Hpt|x1q ´Hpt|x2q| ď c}x1 ´ x2}η,
pH.3q |Hupt|x1q ´Hups|x2q| ď cp}x1 ´ x2}η ` |t´ s|η1q,
pH.4q |F pt|xq ´ F ps|xq| ď c|t´ s|η1 .
Also, some common assumptions on the kernel function need to be imposed.
Assumption pKq. Let K be a bounded density function in Rp with support SK and
suppose that
ş
SK
}u}Kpuqdu ă 8.
As a preliminary result, we show the rate of convergence of the following estimators
of the functions Hpt|xq and Hupt|xq :
Hnpt|xq “
nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiq1ltTiďtu,
Hunpt|xq “
nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiq1ltTiďt,δi“1u.
Lemma 3.1 Assume pH.1q, pH.2q, pH.3q, pKq and nh2η`p| log h|´1 “ Op1q. Then, if
fpxq ą 0,
sup
tPR
|Hnpt|xq ´Hpt|xq| “ OP
`pnhpq´1{2| log h|1{2˘ ,
sup
tPR
|Hunpt|xq ´Hupt|xq| “ OP
`pnhpq´1{2| log h|1{2˘ .
We now derive an asymptotic representation for Fnpt|xq ´ F pt|xq for t ď τcpxq. For
this, we need one more assumption, that is crucial in order to obtain the representation
upto (and including) the point τcpxq.
Assumption pAq. The distribution functions F p¨|xq and Gp¨|xq are respectively contin-
uous on p´8, τcpxqs and p´8, τcpxqq, and Gpτcpxq|xq ´Gpτcpxq´|xq ą 0.
Remark 3.1 Assumption pAq clearly implies that both the functions Hpt|xq and Hupt|xq
are continuous for t ă τcpxq. Although Hpτcpxq|xq ´ Hpτcpxq´|xq ą 0, one can show
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that Hup¨|xq is continuous at τcpxq. Indeed, it is sufficient to see that under the model
assumptions, PpY “ C|X “ xq “ 0, and hence
Hupτcpxq|xq “ PpY ď τcpxq, Y ď C|X “ xq “ PpY ď τcpxq, Y ă C|X “ xq
“ PpY ă τcpxq, Y ă C|X “ xq
“ Hupτcpxq´|xq.
Theorem 3.1 Assume pAq. Then, under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 and for any
τ ă τcpxq, we have for τ ď t ď τcpxq,
Fnpt|xq ´ F pt|xq “
nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiqgpt, Ti, δi|xq ` rnpt|xq,
where
gpt, Ti, δi|xq “ p1´ F pt|xqq
"ż t
´8
1ltTiăsu ´Hps´|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dH
ups|xq ` 1ltTiďt,δi“1u ´H
upt|xq
1´Hpt´|xq
´
ż t
´8
1ltTiďs,δi“1u ´Hups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dHps
´|xq
*
,
and
sup
τďtďτcpxq
|rnpt|xq| “ OPppnhpq´3{4| log h|3{4q.
This allows us to obtain the main result of this subsection, which is the weak conver-
gence of the Beran estimator Fnpt|xq as a process in `8rτ, τcpxqs for any τ ă τcpxq and for
fixed x. Here, for any set S, the space `8pSq is the space of bounded functions defined
on S endowed with the uniform norm.
Theorem 3.2 Assume pAq, pHq and pKq, and assume that fpxq ą 0, nhp| log h|´3 Ñ 8
and nh2η`p´q| log h|´1 “ Op1q for some q ą 0. Then, for any τ ă τcpxq, the process pnhpq1{2pFnpt|xq ´ F pt|xqq, t P rτ, τcpxqs( ,
converges weakly in `8rτ, τcpxqs to a continuous mean-zero Gaussian process Zp¨|xq with
covariance function
Γpt, s|xq “ }K}
2
2
fpxq p1´ F pt|xqqp1´ F ps|xqq
ż t^s
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2 .
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3.2 The proposed estimators
In this subsection, we develop the asymptotic properties of the estimators pγpxq, ppxq andpF pt|xq defined in (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8). In order to derive their large sample properties, we
need some additional assumptions on the model. First, it is important to ensure that the
right endpoint τcpx1q does not depend on x1, and second that assumption pAq is verified
in a small neighbourhood of x.
Assumption pT q. The right endpoint τcpx1q does not depend on the vector x1, and is
henceforth denoted by τc.
Assumption pA1q. Let Bpx, rq be an open ball centered at x P Rp of radius r ą 0
with respect to the norm } ¨ }. Then, there exists a δ ą 0 such that Bpx, δq Ă SX and
infx1PBpx,δqrGpτc|x1q ´Gpτc´ |x1qs ą 0.
Both assumptions pA1q and pT q are needed for the estimation of τc and ensure that the
speed of convergence of τn is fast enough for our method.
Theorem 3.3 Assume pA1q and pT q. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2 and for any
y2 P p0, 1q such that
bpy2|xq “ F py
2
2τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq ‰ 0,
we have
pnhpq1{2`pγpxq ´ γy2,τcpxq˘ dÝÑ N `0, σ2γ,τcpxq˘,
with
σ2γ,τcpxq “
„
φy2pbpy2|xqq
apy2|xq
2 2ÿ
i,j“0
ci,jΓpyi2τc, yj2τc|xq,
where apy2|xq “ F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq, φy2pxq “ logpy2qx logpxq2 , ci,j “ cj,i and
c0,0 “ bpy2|xq2, c0,1 “ ´bpy2|xqp1` bpy2|xqq,
c1,1 “ r1` bpy2|xqs2, c0,2 “ bpy2|xq,
c1,2 “ ´p1` bpy2|xqq, c2,2 “ 1.
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Theorem 3.4 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 and for any y1 P p0, 1q such that
y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1 ´ 1 ‰ 0,
we have
pnhpq1{2`ppxq ´ py1,y2,τcpxq˘ dÝÑ N `0, σ2p,τcpxq˘,
with
σ2p,τcpxq “
3ÿ
i,j“0
digi,jdj,
where
d0 “ y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1
y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1 ´ 1
´ logpy1qy
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1
pγy2,τcpxqpy´1{γy2,τc pxq1 ´ 1qq2
pF pτc|xq ´ F py1τc|xqqφ2pbpy2|xqq,
d1 “ ´ 1
y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1 ´ 1
,
d2 “ logpy1qy
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1
pγy2,τcpxqpy´1{γy2,τc pxq1 ´ 1qq2
F pτc|xq ´ F py1τc|xq
F pτc|xq ´ F py2τc|xqφy2pbpy2|xqq
ˆ
ˆ
1´ 1
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
˙
,
d3 “ logpy1qy
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1
pγy2,τcpxqpy´1{γy2,τc pxq1 ´ 1qq2
F pτc|xq ´ F py1τc|xq
F pτc|xq ´ F py2τc|xqφy2pbpy2|xqq,
and gi,j “ gj,i with
gi,j “
$’’&’’%
Γpyi1τc, yj1τc|xq, if i ď 1, j ď 1,
Γpyi1τc, yj´12 τc|xq, if i ď 1, 2 ď j ď 3,
Γpyi´12 τc, yj´12 τc|xq, if 2 ď i ď 3, 2 ď j ď 3.
Theorem 3.5 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 and for any a P R, the process!
pnhpq1{2p pF pt|xq ´ Fy1,y2,τcpt|xqq, t P ra,`8q)
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converges weakly in `8ra,8q to a continuous mean-zero Gaussian process rZp¨|xq with
covariance function
∆y1,y2,τcpt, s|xq “
3ÿ
i,j“0
eiptqgi,jejpsq `
3ÿ
i“0
`rgiptqeipsq ` rgipsqeiptq˘,
where for any t P R,
rg0ptq “ Γpτc, t^ τc|xq, rg1ptq “ Γpy1τc, t^ τc|xq,rg2ptq “ Γpy2τc, t^ τc|xq, rg3ptq “ Γpy22τc, t^ τc|xq,
and
e0ptq “ ´p´ F pτc|xq
γ2y2,τcpxq
log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
φy2 pbpy2|xqq bpy2|xqapy2|xq
`
˜
1´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq¸ˆ 1
y´1{γy2,τc pxq ´ 1
´cpy1, y2|xqψy1pγy2,τcpxqqφy2pbpy2|xqqbpy2|xq
¯
,
e1ptq “
1´
”
t
τc
_ 1
ı´1{γy2,τc pxq
y´1{γy2 ´ 1 ,
e2ptq “ p´ F pτc|xq
γ2y2,τcpxq
log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
φy2 pbpy2|xqq 1` bpy2|xqapy2|xq
`
˜
1´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq¸
cpy1, y2|xqψy1pγy2,τcpxqqφy2pbpy2|xqqp1´ bpy2|xqq,
e3ptq “ p´ F pτc|xq
γ2y2,τcpxq
log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
φy2 pbpy2|xqq 1apy2|xq
`
˜
1´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq¸
cpy1, y2|xqψy1pγy2,τcpxqqφy2pbpy2|xqq,
with cpy1, y2|xq “ F py1τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq .
4 Simulations
In this section we study the finite sample performance of our estimators by means of a
simulation study. We assume throughout that the covariate X is uniformly distributed
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on the interval r0, 1s. For the non-cured subjects (Y ă 8), we consider three models for
the distribution F0p¨|xq for X “ x : a generalized extreme value distribution (GEV), a
generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) and a Fre´chet distribution, sharing the same con-
ditional extreme value index γpxq given by γpxq “ px` 1q{2. The conditional probability
of not being cured ppxq follows a logistic model given by
ppxq “ exppβ1 ` β2p2x´ 1qq
1` exppβ1 ` β2p2x´ 1qq ,
with pβ1, β2q “ p0.4, 2q. The censoring time C is independent of X and independent of Y
given X, and it is uniformly distributed on the interval r0, τcs with probability 1´ ε ą 0,
and fixed to τc otherwise. For the right endpoint τc, we consider a range of values between
τ0.25 and τ0.95 : τc,s “ τ0.25 ` spτ0.95 ´ τ0.25q, where s P r0, 1s and τα is the quantile of level
α P p0, 1q for F0p.|xq.
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Figure 1: Conditional probability of not being cured as a function of the covariate.
Our simulations are based on datasets of size n “ 2000 and the procedure is repeated
N “ 100 times. To compute our estimators pγpxq, ppxq and pF pt|xq, we need to select an
appropriate bandwidth hn, a kernel function K and tuning parameters y1 and y2. The
bandwidth hn is chosen by means of the function dpik from the R-package KernSmooth,
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and the kernel K is the Epanechnikov kernel Kpuq “ p3{4qp1 ´ u2q1lt|u|ă1u. Note that
by construction, pγpxq might take negative values. In order to satisfy the constraint that
γpxq ą 0, we truncate the estimator from below by considering pγpxq_ 0.1. Next, the pair
py1, y2q is selected in a data-driven way by means of a quadratic errors criterion between
the possible pairs, namely
py1, y2q “ argmin
pz1,z2qPG2
ÿ
pz11,z12qPG2
`pz1,z2pxq ´ pz11,z12pxq˘2 ,
where G “ t0.25, 0.27, . . . , 0.89u is a grid of values, and pz1,z2pxq refers to the estimatorppxq using the tuning parameters z1 and z2.
We first study the performance of the estimator pγpxq for x “ 0.3, 0.5, 0.7. From
Figure 2, which shows the median of the estimator pγpxq, we observe that the estimator
is quite unstable and biased. For x “ 0.3, the estimator has difficulties approximating
the true value of γpxq. This can probably be explained by the high value of the cure rate
(1 ´ ppxq » 0.6), which implies that the censoring proportion in the model is at least
60%. Also note that the tuning parameter y2 is chosen so as to optimize the estimation of
ppxq, but the selected value of y2 might not be the best value for the estimation of γpxq.
For x “ 0.5 and x “ 0.7, the smaller censoring percentage improves the accuracy of the
estimator for all distributions. Among them, the GEV distribution shows the best results
with a reduced bias, although all models suffer from a certain variability as a function of
s. Nevertheless, we will see in the sequel that the variability of pγpxq does not affect the
accuracy of the estimators ppxq and pF pt|xq.
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Figure 2: Median results for pγpxq for x “ 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and for τc “ τc,s with 0 ď s ď 1.
The dotted horizontal line represents the true value of γpxq.
Next, we compare our estimator ppxq of the conditional non-cure rate with the Beran
estimator pnpxq “ Fnpτn|xq as a function of τc,s with 0 ď s ď 1. To compare the two
estimators we compute the mean and the mean squared error (MSE), which is given by
MSEpxq “ 1
N
Nÿ
i“1
`ppiqpxq ´ ppxq˘2 .
Here, ppiqpxq is our estimator ppxq obtained with the i-th sample, and similarly for the
Beran estimator when ppiqpxq is replaced by ppiqn pxq. Figure 3 shows the mean and the MSE
of the Beran estimator pnpxq and of our estimator ppxq. As it is theoretically expected,
the Beran estimator always underestimates the true ppxq. On the contrary, ppxq gets
close to ppxq for a wide range of s-values. Satisfactory results are indeed observed for
s ě a with a “ 0.2 for the Fre´chet distribution, a “ 0.3 for the GPD and a “ 0.4 for the
GEV distribution. Our estimator particularly shows smooth curves that tend to stabilize
around the true value for s ě a. In terms of MSE, we observe in most cases lower or
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similar MSE values than for the Beran estimator, but for x “ 0.3 the estimators again
suffer from a high censoring proportion compared to x “ 0.5 and x “ 0.7. Overall, the
bias is reduced for ppxq and the MSE curves show that the balance between bias correction
and variability is still more advantageous for our approach.
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Figure 3: Mean (left) and MSE (right) of the Beran estimator pnpxq (dashed) and of our
estimator ppxq (solid) for x “ 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and for τc “ τc,s with 0 ď s ď 1. The dotted
horizontal line represents the true value of ppxq.
Finally, Figure 4 shows the mean of our estimator pF pt|xq for t P rτ0.25, τ0.95s, where
the vertical dotted line refers to the value of τc. To the left of this line, pF pt|xq equals
the Beran estimator Fnpt|xq, whereas to the right, the Beran estimator remains constant
whereas our estimator makes use of the extrapolation approach to remain close to the
true distribution. Also note that the true distribution F pt|xq grows to 1 ´ ppxq „ 0.6
when t tends to infinity, our estimator stays relatively close to this true curve (especially
when s increases), whereas the Beran estimator remains constant for t ě τc at a value
between 0.35 and 0.60 depending on the value of s and on the underlying distribution.
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Figure 4: Mean of pF pt|xq (solid curve) and Fnpt|xq (dotted curve) for x “ 0.5, t P
rτ0.25, τ0.95s and s “ 0.25, 0.5, 0.75. The true distribution function F pt|xq is given by the
dashed curve while the value of τc is shown by the vertical dotted line.
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5 Application
In this section we conduct a small study on the survival of colon cancer patients. The
dataset is available in the R-package survival (called colon). Patients in this study
receive chemotherapy by means of either Levamisole, or 5-FU in addition to Levamisole.
Two events are of interest : the recurrence of the colon cancer and the death of the
patients. The sample consists of 929 patients, and for each patient the two event times,
possibly right censored, are recorded. Figure 5 shows the estimated cure rates for the two
event types as a function of age. Both the Beran estimator 1 ´ pnpxq and our estimator
1´ ppxq are calculated.
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Figure 5: Estimation of the cure rate 1´ ppxq as a function of age by means of the Beran
estimator 1 ´ pnpxq (dashed curve) and our estimator 1 ´ ppxq (solid curve). The event
of interest is the recurrence of the cancer (left panel) and the death of the patients (right
panel).
These figures clearly show two opposite phenomena. When the event of interest is
the recurrence of the cancer, the discrepancy between the Beran estimator 1´ pnpxq and
our estimator 1´ ppxq is quite small, suggesting that the follow-up for this event type is
sufficient. Hence, recurrence of the cancer happens relatively soon, so that the recurrence
rate can be estimated consistently with the naive Beran estimator, without the need
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to use extrapolation techniques. On the other hand, the discrepancy between the two
estimators is much bigger when the event of interest is the death of the patients. This
strongly suggests that the follow-up is not sufficient in this case, meaning that a certain
proportion of the patients die after the end of the study, and so extrapolation techniques
are needed in order to correctly estimate the cure rate.
6 Appendix: Proofs of the main results
Before giving the proofs of the main results, we need to introduce some more notations
mostly borrowed from the theory of weak convergence of empirical processes. For any class
F of bounded and measurable functions over a metric space pT , dq and any probability
measure Q and  ą 0, define the covering number NpF , L2pQq, q as the minimal number
of L2pQq´balls of radius  needed to cover F . We say that the class F is VC if one can
find A ą 0 and ν ą 0 such that for any probability measure Q and  ą 0,
NpF , L2pQq, }F }Q,2q ď
ˆ
A

˙ν
,
where 0 ă }F }2Q,2 “
ş
F 2dQ ă 8 and F is an envelope function of the class F . Addition-
ally, we also define the uniform entropy integral as
Jpδ,F , L2q “
ż δ
0
c
log sup
Q
NpF , L2pQq, t}F }Q,2q dt,
where Q is the set of all probability measures Q.
6.1 Proofs of Section 3.1
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The arguments for Hunp¨|xq and Hnp¨|xq are exactly the same and
thus we only give the proof for the latter. Let us first show that
sup
tPR
|E rKhpx´Xq1lTďts ´ fpxqHpt|xq| “ Ophηq. (6.1)
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Indeed, for any t and n large enough,
E rKhpx´Xq1lTďts
“
ż
SX
h´pKppx´ uq{hqHpt|uqfpuqdu
“
ż
x´hSX
KpuqHpt|x´ huqfpx´ huqdu
“ Hpt|xqfpxq `
ż
x´hSX
KpuqrHpt|x´ huqfpx´ huq ´Hpt|xqfpxqsdu,
yielding
|E rKhpx´Xq1lTďts ´ fpxqHpt|xq|
ď
ż
SK
Kpuq |Hpt|x´ huqfpx´ huq ´Hpt|xqfpxq| du
ď
ż
SK
Kpuq |fpx´ huq ´ fpxq| du` fpxq
ż
SK
Kpuq |Hpt|x´ huq ´Hpt|xq| du
ď hηc
ż
SK
Kpuq}u}ηdup1` fpxqq,
and thus (6.1) is proven.
Clearly, the class G “  u P RÑ 1ltuďtu, t P R( is VC since the class of subsets
tpu, tq P R2, u ď tu forms a VC class of sets (see Van der Vaart and Wellner 1996, for
more details about these concepts), meaning that G is VC and there exist A, ν ą 0 such
that for any  ą 0,
NpG, L2pQq, q ď
ˆ
A

˙ν
.
In particular, for Gn “
 pu,wq P Rˆ Rp Ñ Khpx´ wq1ltuďtu, t P R( we have that
NpGn, L2pQq, }Khpx´ .q}Q,2q ď
ˆ
A

˙ν
,
since we only update the previous sets with one single function and only one ball is
needed to cover the class tw P Rp Ñ Khpx´ wqu whatever the measure Q. From the
concentration inequality (2.2) in Theorem 2.1 in Gine´ and Guillou (2002), it follows that
for U “ }K}8 “ supuKpuq, for σ2 “ σ2n “ h´p}K}28 and for some universal constant
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B ą 0, we have for εn “ pnh´p| log h|q1{2,
E
«
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
`
Khpx´Xiq1ltTiďtu ´ nE
“
Khpx´Xq1ltTďtu
‰˘ˇˇˇˇˇ
ff
ď B
”
νU logpAU{σq ` `νnσ2 logpAU{σq˘1{2ı “ Opεnq.
In particular, this implies that
sup
tPR
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiq1ltTiďtu ´ fpxqHpt|xq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ OPpn´1εn ` hηq “ OPppnhpq´1{2| log h|1{2q.
The same arguments can be used to show thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiq ´ fpxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ OPppnhpq´1{2| log h|1{2q, (6.2)
which shows the result. l
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof mainly follows the same ideas as in the proof of
Theorem 3.1 in Van Keilegom and Veraverbeke (1997), but we extend their result to
t ď τcpxq by making use of the singularity of Gp¨|xq at τcpxq. To do so, define
Gnpt|xq “ 1´
ź
Tpiqďt
˜
1´ Whpx´Xpiqq
1´ři´1j“1Whpx´Xpjqq
¸1´δpiq
,
which is nothing but the Beran estimator for the censoring distribution. It turns out that
p1´ Fnpt|xqqp1´Gnpt|xqq “
ź
Tpiqďt
˜
1´ Whpx´Xpiqq
1´ři´1j“1Whpx´Xpjqq
¸
“
ś
Tpiqďt
´
1´řij“1Whpx´Xpjqq¯ś
Tpiqďt
´
1´ři´1j“1Whpx´Xpjqq¯
“ 1´Hnpt|xq.
Next, the equality dHunp¨|xq “ p1´Gnp¨´|xqqdFnp¨|xq gives us
Λnpt|xq “
ż t
´8
dFnps|xq
1´ Fnps´|xq
“
ż t
´8
Fnps´|xq ´ Fnps|xq
p1´ Fnps´|xqqp1´ Fnps|xqqdFnps|xq ´ logp1´ Fnpt|xqq
“ OPppnhpq´1q ´ logp1´ Fnpt|xqq,
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since suptPR |Fnpt´|xq ´ Fnpt|xq| “ OPppnhpq´1q. By continuity, we have 1 ´ F pt|xq “
exp p´Λpt|xqq, which yields the identity
Fnpt|xq ´ F pt|xq “
“
e´Λpt|xq ´ e´Λnpt|xq‰`OPppnhpq´1q.
Using a Taylor expansion of second order, we obtain
Fnpt|xq ´ F pt|xq “ p1´ F pt|xqqpΛnpt|xq ´ Λpt|xqq `Rn,1pt|xq `OPppnhpq´1q,
where
Rn,1pt|xq “ ´1
2
expprΛpt|xqq rΛnpt|xq ´ Λpt|xqs2 ,
with rΛpt|xq between Λnpt|xq and Λpt|xq. By definition, it also follows that for t ď τcpxq,
Λnpt|xq ´ Λpt|xq “
ż t
´8
dHunps|xq
1´Hnps´|xq ´
ż t
´8
dHups|xq
1´Hps´|xq
“
ż t
´8
” 1
1´Hnps´|xq ´
1
1´Hps´|xq
ı
dHups|xq
`
ż t
´8
1
1´Hps´|xqdpH
u
n ´Huqps|xq
`
ż t
´8
” 1
1´Hnps´|xq ´
1
1´Hps´|xq
ı
dpHun ´Huqps|xq.
Writing the integrand in the first term as
Hnps´|xq ´Hps´|xq
p1´Hnps´|xqqp1´Hps´|xqq “
Hnps´|xq ´Hps´|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 `
pHnps´|xq ´Hps´|xqq2
p1´Hps´|xqq2p1´Hnps´|xqq ,
and integrating by parts in the second term (see Theorem A.1.2 in Fleming and Harrington
1991), we have by continuity of Hp¨|xq over p´8, τcpxqq,ż t
´8
1
1´Hps´|xqdpH
u
n ´Huqps|xq
“ H
u
npt|xq ´Hupt|xq
1´Hpt´|xq ´
ż t
´8
rHunps|xq ´Hups|xqsd
ˆ
1
1´H
˙
ps´|xq
“ H
u
npt|xq ´Hupt|xq
1´Hpt´|xq ´
ż t
´8
Hunps|xq ´Hups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dHps
´|xq.
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It now follows that
Λnpt|xq ´ Λpt|xq “
ż t
´8
Hnps´|xq ´Hps´|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dH
ups|xq ` H
u
npt|xq ´Hupt|xq
1´Hpt´|xq
´
ż t
´8
Hunps|xq ´Hups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dHps
´|xq `Rn,2pt|xq `Rn,3pt|xq,
where
Rn,2pt|xq “
ż t
´8
pHnps´|xq ´Hps´|xqq2
p1´Hps´|xqq2p1´Hnps´|xqqdH
ups|xq,
Rn,3pt|xq “
ż t
´8
” 1
1´Hnps´|xq ´
1
1´Hps´|xq
ı
dpHun ´Huqps|xq.
By Lemma 3.1 we have Hnpτcpxq´|xq PÑ Hpτcpxq´|xq ă 1 as n Ñ 8, meaning that we
may suppose that for n large enough, Hnpτcpxq´|xq ă 1 (in P). This gives
sup
tďτcpxq
|Rn,2pt|xq| ď sup
tPR
|Hnpt|xq ´Hpt|xq|2 1p1´Hnpτcpxq´|xqp1´Hpτcpxq´|xqq2
“ OPppnhpq´1| log h|q.
In order to uniformly bound the term Rn,3pt|xq, we use the proof of Lemma 2.1 in Van Kei-
legom and Veraverbeke (1997). Hence, we define τ ă τcpxq such that Hpτ |xq ă ε for ε ą 0
along with a partition of the interval rτ, τcpxqs into kn “ Oppnhpq1{2| log h|´1{2q subinter-
vals pti, ti`1s of length kn “ Oppnhpq´1{2| log h|1{2q. We have that
sup
τďtďτcpxq
|Rn,3pt|xq| ď 2 max
1ďiďkn
sup
sPpti,ti`1s
ˇˇˇˇ
1
Hnps´|xq ´
1
Hnpt´i |xq
´ 1
Hps´|xq `
1
Hpt´i |xq
ˇˇˇˇ
` kn
sup0ďtďτcpxq |Hnpt|xq ´Hpt|xq|
p1´Hpτcpxq´|xqqp1´Hnpτcpxq´|xqq
ˆ max
1ďiďkn
|Hunpti`1|xq ´Hunpti|xq ´Hupti`1|xq `Hupti|xq| . (6.3)
Since the functions Hp¨´|xq and Hup¨|xq are continuous, the same arguments as in the
proof of Lemma 2.1 in Van Keilegom and Veraverbeke (1997) show that
sup
τďtďτcpxq
|Rn,3pt|xq| “ OPppnhpq´3{4| log h|3{4q
for any τ . From those bounds, one can deduce that
sup
τďtďτcpxq
|Λnpt|xq ´ Λpt|xq| “ OPppnhpq´1{2| log h|1{2q,
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giving that
sup
τďtďτcpxq
|Rn,1pt|xq| “ OPppnhpq´1| log h|q,
which shows our result. l
Proof of Theorem 3.2. According to Theorem 3.1, the asymptotic properties of the
empirical process pnhpq1{2pFnp¨|xq ´ F p¨|xqq are determined by those of the process#
pnhpq1{2
nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiqgpt, Ti, δi|xq, t P rτ, τcpxqs
+
, (6.4)
since supτďtďτcpxqpnhpq1{2|rnpt|xq| “ OP
`pnhpq´1{4| log h|3{4˘ “ oPp1q. Next, note that
nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiqgpt, Ti, δi|xq
“ 1
fpxq
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiqgpt, Ti, δi|xq
´ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiqgpt, Ti, δi|xq 1
fpxq2
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiq ´ fpxq
¸
p1` oPp1qq
“ 1
fpxq
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiqgpt, Ti, δi|xq ´ E rKhpx´Xqgpt, T, δ|xqs
¸
ˆ
˜
1´ 1
fpxq
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiq ´ fpxq
¸
p1` oPp1qq
¸
` 1
fpxqE rKhpx´Xqgpt, T, δ|xqs
˜
1´ 1
fpxq
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiq ´ fpxq
¸
p1` oPp1qq
¸
,
and hence, the weak convergence of the process (6.4) is equivalent to that of the process#
pnhpq1{2 1
fpxq
˜
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiqgpt, Ti, δi|xq ´ E rKhpx´Xqgpt, T, δ|xqs
¸
,
t P rτ, τcpxqs
)
, (6.5)
since by (6.1) and (6.2),
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sup
τďtďτcpxq
ˇˇpnhpq1{2E rKhpx´Xqgpt, T, δ|xqsˇˇ “ Oppnhpq1{2hηq “ op1q,
1
n
nÿ
i“1
Khpx´Xiq ´ fpxq “ oPp1q.
Using integration by parts, one can rewrite the function gpt, T, δ|xq as
gpt, T, δ|xq “ p1´ F pt|xqq
"
1ltδ“1,Tďtu
1´HpT´|xq ´
ż T^t
´8
dHups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2
*
.
In order to show the convergence of the stochastic process (6.5), we will use Theorem
19.28 in Van der Vaart (1998). To do so, we need to introduce some more notations. Let
P denote the law of the vector pT, δ,Xq and define the expectation under P , its empirical
version and the empirical process as follows :
Pf “
ż
fdP, Pnf “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
f pTi, δi, Xiq , Gnf “ ?npPn ´ P qf,
for any real-valued measurable function f . We also introduce our sequence of classes Fn
with functions taking values in E “ Rˆ t0, 1u ˆ Rp as
Fn “ tpu, v, wq Ñ fn,tpu, v, wq, t P rτ, τcpxqsu
“
!
pu, v, wq Ñ ?hpKhpx´ wqgpt, u, v|xq, t P rτ, τcpxqs
)
.
Denote now by En an envelope function of the class Fn. According to Theorem 19.28 in
Van der Vaart (1998), the weak convergence of the stochastic process (6.5) follows from
the following four conditions :
sup
ρpt,sqďδn
P pfn,t ´ fn,sq2 ÝÑ 0 for every δn Œ 0, (6.6)
PE2n “ Op1q, (6.7)
PE2ntEn ą ε
?
nu ÝÑ 0 for every ε ą 0, (6.8)
Jpδn,Fn, L2q ÝÑ 0 for every δn Œ 0, (6.9)
where ρ is a semimetric that makes rτ, τcpxqs a totally bounded space. We will work with
ρptq “ |t| for any t P R. For an appropriate constant M ą 0,
Enpu, v, wq “
?
hpKhpx´ wqM,
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since gpt, T, δ|xq is uniformly bounded for t P rτ, τcpxqs.
We start by proving p6.6q. By definition we have for n large enough,
P pfn,t ´ fn,sq2 ď
ż
SK
K2puqErpgpt, T, δ|xq ´ gps, T, δ|xqq2|X “ x´ husfpx´ huqdu.
In particular, for s ă t ď τcpxq,
|gpt, T, δ|xq ´ gps, T, δ|xq|
ď |F pt|xq ´ F ps|xq|
ˇˇˇˇ
1ltδ“1,Tďtu
1´HpT´|xq ´
ż T^t
´8
dHups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2
ˇˇˇˇ
`p1´ F ps|xqq
ˇˇˇˇ
1ltδ“1,săTďtu
1´HpT´|xq ´
ż T^t
T^s
dHups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2
ˇˇˇˇ
ď |F pt|xq ´ F ps|xq|
«
1
1´Hpτcpxq´|xq `
ż τcpxq
´8
dHups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2
ff
`
ˇˇˇˇ
1ltδ“1,săTďtu
1´Hpτcpxq´|xq
ˇˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇż T^t
T^s
dHups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Hence, one can find a positive constant M 1 ą 0 such that
|gpt, T, δ|xq ´ gps, T, δ|xq|
ďM 1 “|F pt|xq ´ F ps|xq| ` 1ltδi“1,săTiďtu ` |HupT ^ t|xq ´HupT ^ s|xq|‰ .
Furthermore, we have
|HupT ^ t|xq ´HupT ^ s|xq|
“ |HupT |xq ´Hups|xq| 1ltsăTďtu ` |Hupt|xq ´Hups|xq| 1lttăT u
ď 2 |Hupt|xq ´Hups|xq| .
This gives
Erpgpt, T, δ|xq ´ gps, T, δ|xqq2|X “ x´ husfpx´ huq
ď pM 1q2 “|F pt|xq ´ F ps|xq| ` Er1ltδi“1,săTiďtu|X “ x´ hus
`2 |Hupt|xq ´Hups|xq|s2 fpx´ huq
ď 2pM 1q2fpxq “|F pt|xq ´ F ps|xq|2 ` 2|Hupt|x´ huq ´Hups|x´ huq|
`4 |Hupt|xq ´Hups|xq|2‰` 14pM 1q2 |fpxq ´ fpx´ huq| ,
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and thus we obtain
P pfn,t ´ fn,sq2 ď 2pM 1q2}K}22fpxq
“|F pt|xq ´ F ps|xq|2 ` 2 |Hupt|xq ´Hups|xq|
` 4 |Hupt|xq ´Hups|xq|2‰` hηC ż
SK
}u}ηKpuq2du,
for some C ă 8. It follows that P pfn,t ´ fn,sq2 converges uniformly in pt, sq towards 0 as
|t ´ s| Ñ 0 and n Ñ 8, by the uniform continuity of the functions F p¨|xq and Hup¨|xq
over the compact set rτ, τcpxqs.
Now, we move to the proof of (6.7) and (6.8). It follows that
PE2n “M2
ż
SK
K2puqfpx´ huqdu ď hηM2
ż
Sk
}u}ηKpuq2du`M2fpxq}K}22,
PE2ntEn ą ε
?
nu ďM2
ż
tKpuqąM´1ε?nhpu
K2puqfpx´ huqdu “ 0,
for all ε ą 0 and n sufficiently large, since nhp Ñ 8 and K is bounded.
Finally, it remains to prove (6.9). It is clear that the function classes tpu, v, wq Ñ t, t P
rτ, τcpxqsu, tpu, v, wq Ñ uu and tpu, v, wq Ñ 1ltv“1,uďtu, t P rτ, τcpxqsu are VC. Invoking
Lemma 2.6.18 (i), (vi) and (viii) in Van der Vaart and Wellner (1996), we obtain that the
following classes are also VC :
G1 “
"
pu, v, wq Ñ 1ltv“1,uďtu
1´Hpu´|xq , t P rτ, τcpxqs
*
,
G2 “
"
pu, v, wq Ñ
ż u^t
´8
dHups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 , t P rτ, τcpxqs
*
.
Following the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we can add the kernel function
K to the previous function classes and thus obtain that
Gn,1 “
"
pu, v, wq Ñ ?hpKhpx´ wq 1ltv“1,uďtu
1´Hpu´|xq , t P rτ, τcpxqs
*
,
Gn,2 “
"
pu, v, wq Ñ ?hpKhpx´ wq
ż u^t
´8
dHups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 , t P rτ, τcpxqs
*
,
are respectively VC with constants Ai and νi, i “ 1, 2, not depending on n and with
shared envelope function En. Finally, since our class of interest Fn is included in the class
of functions rFn “ Gn,1 ` Gn,2 with envelope function 2En, using Lemma 16 in Nolan and
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Pollard (1987), we have for any t ą 0,
sup
Q
NpFn, L2pQq, 2t}En}Q,2q ď sup
Q
Np rFn, L2pQq, 2t}En}Q,2q
ď
ˆ
2A1
t
˙ν1 ˆ2A2
t
˙ν2
ď L
ˆ
1
τ
˙V
,
for some L and V . Thus, (6.9) is established since for any sequence δn Œ 0 and n large
enough, we have
Jpδn,Fn, L2q ď
ż δn
0
a
logp2VLq ´ V logptqdt “ op1q.
This achieves the proof of the weak convergence, since the covariance structure follows
from the proof of Lemma A2 in Van Keilegom and Veraverbeke (1997). Finally, we
establish the continuity of the process thanks to a sufficient condition due to Fernique
(1964). Indeed, let ps, tq P R2 and denote sF p¨|xq “ 1´ F p¨|xq. Then,
ErpZps|xq ´ Zpt|xqq2s fpxq}K}22
“ sF ps|xq2 ż s
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2 ´ 2
sF ps|xq sF pt|xq ż s^t
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2
` sF pt|xq2 ż t
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2
“ sF ps|xq „ sF ps|xq ż s
s^t
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2 `
ż s^t
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2 pF pt|xq ´ F ps|xqq

` sF pt|xq „ sF pt|xq ż t
s^t
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2 `
ż s^t
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2 pF ps|xq ´ F pt|xqq

“ sF ps_ t|xq2 ż s_t
s^t
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2 `
ż s^t
´8
dHupy|xq
p1´Hpy´|xqq2 pF ps|xq ´ F pt|xqq
2
ď c|s´ t|
η1
p1´Hpτcpxq´|xqq2 .
This yields that
a
ErpZps|xq ´ Zpt|xqq2s ď ξpt´ sq, with
ξpt´ sq “
c
c
fpxq
}K}2|s´ t|η1{2
1´Hpτcpxq´|xq
being monotone and ż 1
0
ξpuq
u| logpuq|1{2du ă `8. l
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6.2 Proofs of Section 3.2
Lemma 6.1 Assume that τc “ τcpx1q does not depend on x1 P SX . Then, under the
conditions of Theorem 3.3,
Fnptτn|xq ´ F ptτc|xq “ Znptτc|xq ` rnptτc|xq, (6.10)
where sup0ďtď1 |rnptτc|xq| “ oPppnhpq´1{2q and
Znptτc|xq “
nÿ
i“1
Whpx´Xiqgptτc, Ti, δi|xq,
where gptτc, Ti, δi|xq is defined in the statement of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Write
Fnptτn|xq ´ F ptτc|xq “ rFnptτn|xq ´ F ptτn|xqs ` rF ptτn|xq ´ F ptτc|xqs “ Apt|xq `Bpt|xq.
For the term Bpt|xq, note that by Assumption pH.4q, for C 1 ą 0 large enough,
|F ptτn|xq ´ F ptτc|xq| ď C 1 |τn ´ τc|η1 .
We will prove that pnhpq1{2 |τn ´ τc|η1 “ oPp1q. Note that for ε ą 0 we have that
Pppnhpq1{2 |τn ´ τc|η1 ě εq ď Ppτn ă τcq “ rPpT ă τcqsn,
and by definition,
PpT ă τcq “
ż
SX
fpuqPpT ă τc|X “ uqdu
“ 1´
ż
SX
fpuqPpC ě τc|X “ uqPpY ě τc|X “ uqdu
ď 1´ inf
x1PBpx,δq
rGpτc|x1q ´Gpτ´c |x1qs
ż
Bpx,δq
fpuqPpY ě τc|X “ uqdu ă 1
by assumption pA1q, implying that rPpT ă τcqsn Ñ 0 as nÑ 8.
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Next, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that Apt|xq “ Znptτn|xq ` oPppnhpq´1{2q uniformly
in 0 ď t ď 1. Note that we can write Znptτn|xq as
Znptτn|xq
“ p1´ F ptτn|xqq
"ż tτn
´8
Hnps´|xq ´Hps´|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dH
ups|xq ` H
u
nptτn|xq ´Huptτn|xq
1´Hptτn´ |xq
´
ż tτn
´8
Hunps|xq ´Hups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dHps
´|xq
*
“ p1´ F ptτc|xqq
"ż tτc
´8
Hnps´|xq ´Hps´|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dH
ups|xq ` H
u
nptτc|xq ´Huptτc|xq
1´Hptτc´ |xq
´
ż tτc
´8
Hunps|xq ´Hups|xq
p1´Hps´|xqq2 dHps
´|xq
*
` oPppnhpq´1{2q
“ Znptτc|xq ` oPppnhpq´1{2q,
where the second equality above follows from Assumptions pAq and pHq, Lemma 3.1,
the modulus of continuity of the estimator Hun given in (6.3), and from the fact that
τn ´ τc “ oPppnhpq´1{p2η1qq. l
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof is mainly based on the representation in (6.10).
Hence, for n large enough and thanks to straightforward Taylor expansions, we have
Fnpy22τn|xq ´ Fnpy2τn|xq
Fnpy2τn|xq ´ Fnpτn|xq
“ F py
2
2τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq `
Fnpy22τn|xq ´ F py22τc|xq ´ Fnpy2τn|xq ` F py2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
`pFnpy22τn|xq ´ Fnpy2τn|xqq
„
1
Fnpy2τn|xq ´ Fnpτn|xq ´
1
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq

“ F py
2
2τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq `
Znpy22τc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq ` oPppnh
pq´1{2q
`pF py22τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq ` oPp1qq Znpτc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xqpF py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xqq2 p1` oPp1qq
“ F py
2
2τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq `
Znpy22τc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
` F py
2
2τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
pF py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xqq2 pZnpτc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xqq ` oPppnh
pq´1{2q.
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Next, we use the Delta method applied to the function xÑ ´1{ logy2pxq and obtain
pγpxq “ γy2,τcpxq ` φy2 ˆF py22τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xqF py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
˙"
Znpy22τc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
` F py
2
2τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
pF py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xqq2 pZnpτc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xqq ` oPppnh
pq´1{2q
*
. (6.11)
Finally, the asymptotic normality of pnhpq1{2ppγpxq ´ γy2,τcpxqq follows by Lyapunov’s cen-
tral limit theorem. l
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.3, we will use the repre-
sentation in (6.10). Write
ppxq ´ Fnpτn|xq
“ pFnpτn|xq ´ Fnpy1τn|xqq
#
1
y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1 ´ 1
` 1
y
´1{pγpxq
1 ´ 1
´ 1
y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1 ´ 1
+
“ pFnpτn|xq ´ Fnpy1τn|xqq
#
1
y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1 ´ 1
` ppγpxq ´ γy2,τcpxqqψy1pγy2,τcpxqqp1` oPp1qq
+
,
where
ψy1pxq “ ´ logpy1qy
´1{x
1
pxpy´1{x1 ´ 1qq2
.
By (6.11), this leads to
ppxq “ F pτc|xq ` Znpτc|xq ` oPppnhpq´1{2q
``F pτc|xq ´ F py1τc|xq ` Znpτc|xq ´ Znpy1τc|xq ` oPppnhpq´1{2q˘
ˆ
«
1
y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1 ´ 1
` ψy1pγy2,τcpxqqφy2
ˆ
F py22τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
˙
ˆ
"
Znpy22τc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq `
F py22τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
pF py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xqq2 pZnpτc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xqq
`oPppnhpq´1{2q
)
p1` oPp1qq
ı
.
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By rearranging the terms, we obtain
ppxq “ py1,y2,τcpxq ` Znpτc|xq ` Znpτc|xq ´ Znpy1τc|xq
y
´1{γy2,τc pxq
1 ´ 1
(6.12)
´F py1τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xqψy1pγy2,τcpxqqφy2
ˆ
F py22τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq
˙
ˆ
„
Znpy22τc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xq ` F py
2
2τc|xq ´ F py2τc|xq
F py2τc|xq ´ F pτc|xq pZnpτc|xq ´ Znpy2τc|xqq

`oPppnhpq´1{2q.
The result now follows from Lyapunov’s central limit theorem. l
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We will look separately at the different terms in the formula ofpF pt|xq. First note that similarly as in the proof of Lemma 6.1, we can show that
Fnpt^ τn|xq “ F pt^ τc|xq ` Znpt^ τc|xq ` oPppnhpq´1{2q, (6.13)
uniformly in t.
Next, since the asymptotic representations of the estimators Fnpτn|xq and ppxq have
already been developed (see Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 3.4), we can focus on developing
an asymptotic expansion for the process#„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{pγpxq
, t P ra,`8q
+
.
For any t ě a,„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{pγpxq
´
„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
“
ˆ
1
γy2,τcpxq ´
1pγpxq
˙
log
ˆ
t
τn
_ 1
˙„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
`1
2
ż ´1{pγpxq
´1{γy2,τc pxq
log
ˆ
t
τn
_ 1
˙2 „
t
τn
_ 1
sˆ
s´ 1
γy2,τcpxq
˙
ds.
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Furthermore, one can show that for any s ă 0 and x ě 1, 0 ď logpxq2xs ď 4e´2s´2, givingˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż ´1{γn
´1{γy2,τc pxq
log
ˆ
t
τn
_ 1
˙2 „
t
τn
_ 1
sˆ
s´ 1
γy2,τcpxq
˙
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď 4e´2ppγpxq ^ γy2,τcpxqq2 ˆ 1pγpxq ´ 1γy2,τcpxq
˙2
“ oP
ˆˇˇˇˇ
1pγpxq ´ 1γy2,τcpxq
ˇˇˇˇ˙
,
uniformly in t ě a. It thus follows that„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{pγpxq
´
„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
“ pγpxq ´ γy2,τcpxq
γy2,τcpxq2 log
ˆ
t
τn
_ 1
˙„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
p1` oPp1qq,
uniformly in t ě a.
For the terms depending on t{τn, we can replace them by t{τc by making use of the
fast rate of convergence of τn. In particular, we have that for some positive constant M ,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq ˇˇˇˇˇ ďM |τn ´ τc| “ oPppnhpq´1{2q,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇlog
ˆ
t
τn
_ 1
˙„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
´ log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq ˇˇˇˇˇ
ďM |τn ´ τc| “ oPppnhpq´1{2q.
This leads to the following representation :„
t
τn
_ 1
´1{pγpxq
(6.14)
“
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
` pγpxq ´ γy2,τcpxq
γy2,τcpxq2 log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
p1` oPp1qq,
where pγpxq ´ γy2,τcpxq is given in (6.11).
Thanks to equations (6.11), (6.12), (6.13) and (6.14), we now have all the ingredients
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for the asymptotic representation of the process pF pt|xq. Indeed, for t ě a, we have
pF pt|xq
“ Fnpt^ τn|xq ` pppxq ´ Fnpτn|xqq˜1´ „ t
τn
_ 1
´1{pγpxq¸
“ F pt^ τc|xq ` Fnpt^ τn|xq ´ F pt^ τc|xq
` ppy1,y2,τcpxq ´ F pτc|xq ` ppxq ´ py1,y2,τcpxq ´ Fnpτn|xq ` F pτc|xqq
ˆ
˜
1´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
´ pγpxq ´ γy2,τcpxq
γy2,τcpxq2 log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
p1` oPp1qq
¸
“ Fy1,y2,τcpt|xq ` Fnpt^ τn|xq ´ F pt^ τc|xq
´py1,y2,τcpxq ´ F pτc|xq
γy2,τcpxq2 log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
ppγpxq ´ γy2,τcpxqq
`
˜
1´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq¸
pppxq ´ py1,y2,τcpxq ´ Fnpτn|xq ` F pτc|xqq ` oPppnhpq´1{2q.
Recall the notations apy2|xq, bpy2|xq and cpy1, y2|xq introduced before. Then,pF pt|xq ´ Fy1,y2,τcpt|xq
“ Znpt^ τc|xq
`Znpτc|xq
«
´ppxq ´ F pτc|xq
γ2y2,τcpxq
log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
φy2 pbpy2|xqq bpy2|xqapy2|xq
`
˜
1´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq¸ˆ 1
y´1{γy2,τc pxq ´ 1 ´ cpy1, y2|xqψy1pγy2,τcpxqqφy2pbpy2|xqqbpy2|xq
˙ff
`Znpy2τc|xq
«
ppxq ´ F pτc|xq
γ2y2,τcpxq
log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
φy2 pbpy2|xqq 1` bpy2|xqapy2|xq
`
˜
1´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq¸
cpy1, y2|xqψy1pγy2,τcpxqqφy2pbpy2|xqqp1´ bpy2|xqq
ff
´Znpy22τc|xq
«
ppxq ´ F pτc|xq
γ2y2,τcpxq
log
ˆ
t
τc
_ 1
˙„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq
φy2 pbpy2|xqq 1apy2|xq
`
˜
1´
„
t
τc
_ 1
´1{γy2,τc pxq¸
cpy1, y2|xqψy1pγy2,τcpxqqφy2pbpy2|xqq
ff
´Znpy1τc|xq
1´
”
t
τc
_ 1
ı´1{γy2,τc pxq
y´1{γy2 pxq ´ 1 .
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Finally, to show the weak convergence of the above process, one can follow similar argu-
ments as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. This finishes the proof. l
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